Corporate profile
Emirates SkyCargo is the largest international
airline cargo operator in the world. With an
unrivalled route network, we connect cargo
customers to over 155 cities across six
continents, and operate in many of the world’s
fastest developing markets.
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Emirates SkyCargo operates a fleet of over
270 modern wide-bodied aircraft, including
14 Boeing 777F. Emirates SkyCargo freighters
operate to 40 scheduled global destinations,
out of which 16 are freighter only.
Emirates SkyCargo plays an integral role in
Emirates’ expanding operations, contributing
14% of the airline’s total transport revenue
in 2017-18.
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Emirates SkyCargo operates state-of-the-art
cargo facilities at its dual hub locations in
Dubai. Emirates SkyCentral (DXB), located
at Dubai International Airport, is dedicated to
cargo from passenger aircraft and Emirates
SkyCentral (DWC), located at Dubai World
Central, handles cargo from freighter aircraft.
The two facilities wich offer a combined cargo
handling capacity of over 2 million tonnes
per annum, feature extensive dedicated
storage for temperature-sensitive goods and
a sophisticated Automatic Storage & Retrieval
System (ASRS).
With Emirates SkyCargo’s dual operation of
passenger belly hold cargo being managed
at DXB and freighter cargo at DWC, cargo
is moved between the facilities 24/7 by a
fleet of trucks – including reefers – that are
monitored by satellite tracking to ensure the
safety and security of cargo and staff. The
movement of cargo between the two airports
is achieved seamlessly with a transit time of
under five hours between the arrival of goods
to their departure from freighter to belly hold
and vice versa.

Emirates SkyCargo is the first cargo airline in
the world that has obtained GDP certification
for its Emirates SkyPharma hub operations
covering two airports and the 24/7 bonded
trucking service that connects cargo between
them. The Emirates SkyPharma facilities are
the largest GDP certified area in the world
offering a total area of 8,600 square metres
of combined handling space dedicated
for pharmaceutical products at Dubai
International and Al Maktoum International
Airports.

Innovation is a main business driver for
Emirates SkyCargo – our product team
has developed a number of innovative
temperature protection products. The ‘White
Cover’ range of thermal blankets have been
developed in collaboration with DuPont. White
Cover Xtreme, the latest in the series offers
robust temperature protection under hot, cold
and wet weather conditions from origin to
destination. The team at Emirates SkyCargo
have also developed products such as the
‘White Container’ and the ‘Emirates Fresh
and Emirates DOC Ventilated Cool Dolly’.

Emirates SkyCargo offers a range of
customised transportation solutions for its
global cargo customers. Our suite of solutions
include Emirates Pharma for transporting
temperature sensitive pharmaceutical
products; Emirates Fresh for carrying
perishables; Emirates Wheels for moving
premium and luxury vehicles; Emirates Pets
for the air transportation of domestic pets;
Emirates AOG for the aviation industry and
many more.

We work closely with our customers
to understand their requirements and
expectations, and build solutions
and innovative offerings around them.

